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About This Content

Soviet Union 1943
The war on the Eastern Front continues! Following the stunning reversal at Stalingrad, the Wehrmacht seeks to regain the

initiative in the East with fierce counterattacks lead by brand new Panther and Tiger tanks! Take command of your forces once
again to crush the Soviet winter offensive and prepare to engage in the largest tank battle in the history of the world at Kursk!
 This DLC features 13 all new scenarios, extra large maps that recreate epic engagements, unique objectives such as escorting

damaged units to safety and headhunter operations, and the capacity to save your core force for use in future campaigns!

The Grand Campaigns are a series of expansions for Panzer Corps and require Panzer Corps. Each campaign can be started with
the core force from the previous Grand Campaign, so you can continue all Grand Campaign expansions carrying over all the

core forces that completed the previous ones. Alternatively players can start with a preset core force and play each campaign on
its own, or jump in to the Grand Campaign at any year.

Scenario List
 Kharkov43
 Belgorod

 Orel
 Ponyri

 Olkhovatka
 Yakovlevo

 Oboyan
 Kursk Armory North
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 Kursk Armory South
 Prokhorovka

 Dnipropetrovs’k
 Kremenchug

 Kiev43
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Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8/10
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Graphics: 64Mb Video Card
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I loved playing it, unfortunately due to a mistake of steam it got refunded.

It's great for any platform gamer, it's got this magnety carry system with which you can carry your enemies corpses and throw
them into pits or into other enemies.

But on to steam's mistakes.
I bought the bundle of bundles with beep in it, but one of the games was crap and it said if I would refund that game it would
also take down a marble game and a ball shooting game and I would get 4 cents.
I was fine with that.
But them steam without a warning refunded the whole collection and took beep away from me. unfortunately the bundle is also
gone from the sales so I can't get the games that I did want all back together.
I guess I'll have to wait to the next sale :( Steam isn't being helpful supportwise either.
Never in the entire process of refunding did it mention it would take down the other three bundles in the bundle of bundles. I
have now lost a game I loved dearly due to their miscommunication.. M.P. not working. Read many complaints regarding M.P.
so I'm not the only one with this problem. Milestone, you seem to get worse every year.. Have you ever wondered what it feels
like to be a gladiator in ancient Rome? Trapped underneath an arena as a slave in a catacomb, like prison of cold stone with dim
light, while you hear the crowd shouting constantly at someone being slaughtered above? Soon YOU will be measured too! The
fear starts creeping up on you. You take a sword and shield - then on wobbling knees you climb the stairs to the gate. The shouts
are much louder now. You see two sword men fighting and the frenetic crowd. One will die. The winner has to contest you.
Hits, cuts, blood ... eventually one falls dead. And then the gate opens for your entrance. The sun is blinding, the shouts are
deafening. Time to fight … for your life! If you are good enough, you will entertain the crowd and they will love your for that ...
if not you join the countless unnamed people history has forgotten long ago.

The game is not finished but on route and has already a lot to offer (got it during steam sale - fair deal for what's there already).

It’s a mixture of history reenactment and a sports/combat game. The fighting feels intense and not clunky. Of course you can
swirl around your sword wildly inside your opponent but you will have much more from fighting intelligently and tactically - if
you do not watch out it can be over quickly. There are wild animals and fantasy creatures as well.

Be WARNED, you really need a big play area (room SCALE!) and best, protected controllers (silicon covers) because
eventually you will hit a wall or something more valuable. Only when you are experienced with VR and its real life boundaries
should you play it ... to avoid damaging your controllers. What you get in return are intense physical fights and something you
only know from history books and movies (Gladiator).

Pros:
+ intense sword fights against men, animals, and fantasy creatures
+ many different weapons
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+ intimidating and later hero like atmosphere
+ you get an idea what it felt like back then 
+ devs constantly improving and developing
+ ingame money and weapon shopping system

Cons:
- not finished/ completed yet (more to come)
- no real story yet

. The perfect game for me. One of the greatest things about bundles is that you regularly get good games you didn't expect.
Occasionally, you get a game that's absolutely amazing and, of course, you absolutely don't expect it. Enter Gateways, a puzzle
platformer, where you guide a professor in his lab with a surprisingly complex topology. Someone's been interfering with his
equipment, Monkoids are rampaging everywhere, and his most powerful tools are missing. Let's help him gather his stuff and
get out of the lab!

Gateways mixes the elements of many puzzle platformers - you can teleport via portals (of, well, Portal), you can manipulate
time and your past selves (like PB Winterbottom), you can rotate gravity (like in many other games), and you can also change
your size. All this combined together in a dual portal gun mechanic. Sounds like it would never work? Certainly. But defying all
common sense, the creators of Gateways managed to create a mechanic that not only works but works wonderfully. With a bit
of practice, that is. Growing from the portal mechanic, the entire control scheme and UI is very sleek, and the action is very well
flowing, making it difficult to stop playing.

What about puzzles? First, it bears mentioning that the game plays in one huge, complex lab where further and further areas
open as you solve puzzles. Some of these are quite easy (the difficulty curve is gentle up to a point), and later in the game some
of them are really tough, and sometimes, though very rarely, a bit unfair. But I guess it's not a real puzzle game if you sometimes
don't feel like bashing your controller into the screen :) However, the online help system is there to help you when you're stuck.

Presentation-wise, the game has excellent visual design paired with rather ugly, huge-pixel-style graphics. I'm not sure what's the
reason behind this choice, but the game is absorbing enough to forgive this flaw. The music is also excellent.

Gateways is a really enjoyable puzzle platformer with more focus on the puzzles than the platforming. Recommended to
everyone who likes the genre - it's tons of fun.
. Fun with your friends
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right now it will not launch for my on my very good machine. no replies to this issue in forums at all.. Nice puzzle game about
finite state maschines. If you like programming games like Human Rescource Maschine or Space Chem you'll have fun with
this one. Besides the campaign there's a level editor and community levels comfortably downloadable from within the game. So
there's as much content as you like.
The campaign story might as well not exist, although the presentation is quite nice. But stories are not why we play these games,
right?
The controls can be a little finicky at times and cause you to accidentally delete a state transition or drag the wrong component.
A feature to save\/restore multiple solutions for a level similar to how HRM does it would be useful to be able to try different
attempts.. Got it one sale for like 5 bucks. Played for like 20 min and then got stuck on a stupid level. Clumsy controls and just
poor level design make this game a no go for me. The game is more frustrating than hard.. Nach kurzer Einführung, ein nicht
wirklich gelungenes Spiel. Kein Größe wie von PC Gqamer beschrieben, sondern eher Durchschnitt, die Idee ist saugut, die
Umsetzung eher Grundkurs Politik, Wirtschaft und Ökologie. Für fortgeschrittene Strategen eher ein Snack, als ein gutes Spiel.
Nicht kaufen !
. This game had everything I was looking for in a mystery game. A mansion, a secret room, a dusty journal, a graveyard, plenty
of personal belongings to rifle through, and a nearly perfect combination of gothic creepiness and quirky fun.

Unlike some of the other Nancy Drew games you don't get bogged down by minigames or tasks that feel unrelated to the plot.
Everything you do from solving riddles to exploring the environment to interrogating the suspects feels like it's driving the story
forward, but the game still lets you set the pace and come up with solutions on your own. The puzzles are challenging but not
frustrating, the story is complelling, and the characters - while there aren't too many of them - are all interesting. On top of that
you have a great atmosphere, detailed settings, and teamwork between Bess and Nancy.

In fact it's difficult to find flaws with this game. My only gripe is that it was over too soon.. This is such a cute little game. It
lasts about 3 hours, and has some replayability, but it is so innovative and uses the immersion of VR to its max. Definitely worth
the money.. My favorite game series
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